HARFORD COUNTY COMMUNITY MEDIATION PROGRAM

AGENCY: HARFORD COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY SERVICES

CONFLICT RESOLUTION: Provides an informal process for solving problems between people. Trained volunteers listen from a neutral vantage point to help parties clarify issues and find common ground for agreement. Typical disputes are between tenants and landlords, parents and teens, co-workers, persons in relationships (including teen-to-teen) or nei...

QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY'S OFFICE

AGENCY: QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY STATE'S ATTORNEY OFFICE

OVERVIEW: Responsible for prosecuting criminal and serious vehicle cases occurring within the County. SERVICES: 1) VICTIMS & WITNESSES: Ensures that both are kept informed of the status of their cases. Also meets with victims of crime, including those suffering from domestic abuse. 2) TEEN COURT PROGRAM: Students serve as prosecutors, attorneys,...

BALTIMORE THERAPY CENTER, CONFLICT RESOLUTION

AGENCY: BALTIMORE THERAPY CENTER

CONFLICT RESOLUTION: Offers mediation to help resolve disputes.

CARROLL COUNTY COMMUNITY MEDIATION

AGENCY: CARROLL COMMUNITY COLLEGE

MEDIATION: Provides a conflict resolution process where mediators provide a structured space...
for both parties to speak to one another, to hear from one another and to reach a resolution.

Mediators assist with topics such as, but not limited to, interpersonal conflicts, roommates, neighbor/neighbor, landlord/tenant, business/consumer, parent/teen, c...

**CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION**

**AGENCY: CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION**

**MEDIATION:** Offers mediation services to individuals and organizations involved in conflict who wish to preserve their respective relationships; communicate with each other; and if possible, reach agreements that satisfy everyone's needs. Available to do presentations to groups about the service process and how to access mediation.

**COMMUNITY MEDIATION CENTER, CALVERT COUNTY**

**AGENCY: COMMUNITY MEDIATION CENTER, CALVERT COUNTY**

**MEDIATION:** Community mediation is a confidential conflict resolution process where mediators provide a safe, neutral environment for both parties to speak to one another, to hear from one another and to reach a resolution. Some topics that can be discussed: neighbor to neighbor conflicts-family member disputes-divorce/parenting plans-parent/teen-a...

**COMMUNITY MEDIATION OF ST. MARY’S COUNTY**

**AGENCY: COMMUNITY MEDIATION OF ST. MARY’S COUNTY**

**COMMUNITY MEDIATION:** Provides a safe space for people to have constructive conversations about conflict, mediating all sorts of topics, including: neighbors disputes family separation issues (property and parenting) small claims disputes prisoner re-entry youth and school issues contractors and home improvements and many more.

**CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY**

**AGENCY: CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY**
OVERVIEW: Provides mediation and several forms of facilitation to residents of Montgomery County.

SERVICES: 1) MEDIATION: Community mediation is a conflict resolution process where mediators provide a structured space to speak to one another, to hear from one another and to reach a resolution. 2) CONFERENCING: Community conferencing is a conflict res...
BALTIMORE COMMUNITY MEDIATION CENTER
AGENCY: COMMUNITY MEDIATION MARYLAND

NEIGHBORHOOD DISPUTES: Offers mediation covering, but not limited to noise, concerns about upkeep of neighbors house and lawn, parking, trash, allegations of disrespectful behavior, name-calling, allegations of harassment, minor property destruction, general disagreements about lifestyles, property boundaries, tenant disputes, children (loud, in o...

CHARLES COUNTY COMMUNITY MEDIATION CENTER
AGENCY: COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN MARYLAND

COMMUNITY MEDIATION: A community movement advancing the cause of peace in Charles County through dialogue providing an atmosphere of equality, where people have a voice and feel heard. Mediation is a voluntary and confidential process for people involved in a dispute, or who need to have a difficult conversation. Trained mediators guide participants...

CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION, KEY BRIDGE FOUNDATION
AGENCY: KEY BRIDGE FOUNDATION

MEDIATION: Handles mediation ranging from small claims, Individualized Education Plan (IEP), attendance, school conflict, family, landlord/tenant, community conflicts and Re-entry. To request a mediation, download the request form at http://www.kbfcenter.org/mediation.

COMMUNITY MEDIATION UPPER SHORE
AGENCY: COMMUNITY MEDIATION UPPER SHORE

MEDIATION: Offers mediation services to resolve disputes. Mediation helps people find their own solutions to their issues. Services include: parent/teen, neighbors, employees, and tenant/landlord issues.
CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER OF BALTIMORE COUNTY

AGENCY: CONFLICT RESOLUTION CENTER OF BALTIMORE COUNTY

MEDIATION: Offers free mediation and conferencing services to residents of Baltimore County. MEDIATION: Provides a conflict resolution process where mediators provide a structured space for both participants to speak to one another, to hear from one another and to reach a resolution. Mediators assist with topics such as, but not limited to, bullying...

PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY OFFICE OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS, COMMUNITY MEDIATION

AGENCY: PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY OFFICE OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS

MEDIATION: Community mediation is a conflict resolution process where mediators provide a structured space for both parties to speak to one another, to hear from one another and to reach a resolution. Some topics that can be discussed: bullying and harassment/destruction of property/organizational planning/teen/parent communication/animal control/... 

ROCKVILLE COMMUNITY MEDIATION PROGRAM

AGENCY: ROCKVILLE COMMUNITY MEDIATION PROGRAM

COMMUNITY MEDIATION: Provides a structured space for individuals to speak to and to hear from one another, and to appropriately reach a resolution. The following is a list of conflicts handled, but not limited to: landlord and tenant, neighbor disputes, Homeowners Association (HOA)/homeowners, employer/employee, customers/businesses, issues with co-wo...

RESTORATIVE RESPONSE BALTIMORE

AGENCY: RESTORATIVE RESPONSE BALTIMORE

CONFLICT RESOLUTION: Provides a safe and structured space for people involved in a conflict or crime to resolve their matter peacefully and everyone involved has a say in the process. The meeting is led by a trained, facilitator and is completely confidential. Restorative Response is used
UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE SCHOOL OF LAW

AGENCY: UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE SCHOOL OF LAW

LEGAL SERVICES: Provides free, civil legal assistance to eligible persons. Helps with most civil (non-criminal) legal problems, including but not limited to family and domestic, children in need of assistance (CINA), housing problems (including mortgage foreclosure counseling and representation), employment issues, public benefits, consumer problem...